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Abstract

Biofilms can be viewed as tissue-like structures inwhichmicroorganisms are organized

in a spatial and functional sophisticatedmanner. Biofilm formation requires theorches-

tration of a highly integrated network of regulatory proteins to establish cell differenti-

ation and production of a complex extracellularmatrix. Here, we discuss the role of the

essential Bacillus subtilis biofilm activator RemA. Despite intense research on biofilms,

RemA is a largely underappreciated regulatory protein. RemA forms donut-shaped

octamers with the potential to assemble into dimeric superstructures. The presumed

DNA-binding mode suggests that RemA organizes its target DNA into nucleosome-

like structures, which are the basis for its role as transcriptional activator. We discuss

how RemA affects gene expression in the context of biofilm formation, and its regula-

tory interplay with established components of the biofilm regulatory network, such as

SinR, SinI, SlrR, and SlrA.We emphasize the additional role of RemA played in nitrogen

metabolism and osmotic-stress adjustment.
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INTRODUCTION

Most microorganisms live in biofilms, microbial assemblages encased

in a self-produced extracellular matrix.[1–5] A biofilm is often regarded

as a form of a multicellular organism,[6–8] where the microbial com-

munity possesses properties and characteristics not identifiable when

one studies a given microorganism in isolation.[5] Biofilms can be

found essentially in every niche on Earth occupied by microorgan-

isms and can be formed on solid surfaces, at liquid-air/gas interfaces,

and under conditions where the cells are completely submerged.[9]

Biofilms pose considerable challenges for humans through their for-

mation onmedical devices (e.g., catheters) and through their increased

resistance to anti-microbial agents.[10] On the other hand, biofilms

can also be exploited in biotechnology for the production of commer-

cially valuable compounds, in plant protection, wastewater treatment,
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and bioremediation.[11–13] Given the eco-physiological, medical and

biotechnological importance of microbial biofilms, it is not surprising

that considerable efforts have beenmade over the years to unravel the

genetic and cellular events leading to and during biofilms formation,

and those occurring during their dispersal.

Within the biofilm, genetically identical cells can form functionally

distinct cell types.[14] A common denominator of microbial biofilms

is their encasement in an extracellular polymeric substance matrix

(EPS) that typically consists of polysaccharides, secreted proteins,

and extracellular DNA.[1,15] This matrix forms the “house/city” of

the cells that actively create the biofilm.[4,16,17] The EPS provides

mechanical stability, contributes to water retention, and increases

tolerance against disinfectants and antibiotics.[18] Cells encased in

the EPS can take advantage of the close proximity to their neighbors

through the acquisition, exchange, and recycling of nutrients and
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stress protectants.[19,20] The cells can benefit via division of labor

during biofilmmatrix production,[21] and by integrating their collective

behavior through the synthesis of signaling molecules (e.g., quorum

sensing)[22] and potassium-dependent electric currents,[23–25] pro-

cesses that will also allow the timely production of virulence factors

by pathogenic microorganisms.[21] Moreover, biofilms also facilitate

horizontal gene transfer between the cells via conjugation, trans-

duction and transformation, as biofilms cannot only be formed by

members of a single microbial species but can also comprise multi-

species assemblages.[26,27] Furthermore, different chemical (e.g.,

oxygen, water, salt, and nutrients) and mechanical gradients formed

within the biofilm generate heterogeneousmicroenvironments leading

to special cellular adaptation responses of the individual cell.[20,23] In

contrast to single cells, a biofilm can be seen as a collection of highly

differentiated microorganisms that cooperate for the common good

of the population through interconnected cellular responses and

developmental programs. However, there is also intense competition

betweenmembers of the biofilm.[27,28]

BIOFILM-FORMATION BY BACILLUS SUBTILIS

Nondomesticated Bacillus subtilis isolates as model
systems for biofilm formation

One of themicroorganisms that has been intensively studied in biofilm

research is B. subtilis, a Gram-positive, spore-forming bacterium ubiq-

uitously found in terrestrial and marine ecosystems.[29,30] Ecophysio-

logically, the ability of B. subtilis to form biofilms on plant roots[31,32]

provides the cells with access to a rich supply of nutrients present in

root exudates and osmostress relieving compounds.[33,34] Biofilm for-

mation on roots is also a major trait required for the ability of B. sub-

tilis to promote plant growth and protect plants from disease-causing

microorganisms.[31,32,35]

In 1877, Ferdinand Cohn reported the isolation and initial micro-

biological characterization of B. subtilis.[36] Already in this descrip-

tion, Cohn pointed to the multicellular nature of B. subtilis cultures, an

attribute which he carefully documented in the drawing of this hall-

mark publication.[7,36] However, the knowledge about themulticellular

natureofB. subtiliswasnotwidely appreciated, as the approachusedby

bacterial geneticists to study the physiology and development of this

spore-forming microorganism required the isolation of “well-defined”

single colonies. As a consequence, B. subtilis got domesticated to labo-

ratory conditions, where the formation of “sticky” colonies (= produc-

ing the biofilm relevant EPS) was a rather undesirable trait for genetic

analysis.[14] Because of this evolution in the laboratory, all B. subtilis

strains widely used for physiological and genetic studies[37] accumu-

lated mutations that negatively affected, or even abrogated, biofilm

formation.[38–40] Hence, it was widely assumed that B. subtilis cannot

form biofilms.

Game changing was the approach taken by the groups of Roberto

Kolter and Richard Losick (both at HarvardUniversity, USA)when they

introduced a nondomesticated isolate of B. subtilis, the ancestral strain

NCIB3610, as a model system for biofilm formation.[38] This isolate,

and related strains more readily accessible to genetic analysis,[41] can

form structured macrocolonies on solid surfaces, and film-like struc-

tures at liquid-air interfaces (Figures 1A, B). The idea that nondomes-

ticatedB. subtilis isolates[39,41,42] werewell-suited for biofilm research,

gave the field an enormous boost, scientific progress that has been

lucidly described in several truly outstanding reviews.[14,21,43–46] This

allows us to only briefly describe here the core elements of the genet-

ically highly complex regulatory circuits shaping biofilm formation in

B. subtilis. Into this context of cellular differentiation by B. subtilis into

biofilms, we can now place the crucial role of the transcriptional acti-

vator protein RemA,[47,48] whose crystal structure has recently been

elucidated.[49]

B. subtilis biofilm formation: Core regulatory circuits
and cellular physiology

Three loci (epsA-epsO, tapA-sipW-tasA, bslA) are at the core of biofilm

formation of B. subtilis as they encode the enzymes and proteins

to produce the extracellular matrix.[14,21,43,44,46] The 15 genes com-

prising the epsA-epsO operon encodes the enzymes for the synthe-

sis of the exopolysaccharide component of the matrix.[38] The tapA-

sipW-tasA operon encodes an extracellular protein (TasA) that forms

long fibers, while TapA serves as an anchoring and assembly pro-

tein for TasA. SipW is a type I signal peptidase, processing the N-

terminal signal peptides of both TapA and TasA during their secretion

across the cytoplasmic membrane.[50] BslA, the product of the mono-

cistronic bslA gene, is a biofilm surface layer protein that functions as a

hydrophobin.[14,43,45]

Crucial to the cellular differentiation of B. subtilis is the response

regulator protein Spo0A,[51] a transcription factor present all the

time. Spo0A can be phosphorylated (Spo0A∼P) by various kinases to

promote DNA-binding. Five histidine kinases with partially overlap-

ping functions mediate the phosphorylation of Spo0A. Four of these

(KinA, KinB, KinC, KinD) are embedded in the cytoplasmic membrane

(Figure 1C), while the remaining kinase (KinE) is a cytoplasmic pro-

tein. The output generated by these kinases is transmitted through a

multi-protein comprising phosphorelay to Spo0A.[51,52] The degree of

Spo0A phosphorylation varies in response to environmental and cel-

lular cues,[53] which allows Spo0A∼P to determine cell fate[14,44] Low

levels of Spo0A∼P induce the expression of operons encoding tox-

ins allowing B. subtilis to turn into a cannibal to secure unusual food

sources,[54] while intermediate levels trigger biofilm formation.[53]

High levels of Spo0A∼P promote formation of desiccation- and stress

resistant spores. Sporulation is themeasure of last resort to ensure the

long-term survival of theB. subtilispopulationwhen thenutrient supply

has been completely exhausted.[14,43,55,56]

No single Kin kinase is solely responsible for biofilm formation as

their individual contribution to this differentiation process changes

in response to varying growth conditions.[57–59] The cues triggering

biofilm formation are not completely understood, but KinC plays an

import role in this process.[57,60,61] Its kinase activity is regulated by

surfactin, a motility-related lipopeptide produced by B. subtilis and also

other bacteria.[62] Surfactin inserts into the cytoplasmic membrane
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F IGURE 1 Architecture of the B. subtilis biofilm and the influence of the RemA transcriptional regulator on its formation. (A) Biofilm formation
on solid surfaces and liquid-air interfaces. 10-μl of liquid pre-cultures of the undomesticated B. subtilis strain NCIB3610 and its mutant derivatives
were spotted either onto the surface ofMSgg agar plates[38] or used to inoculateMSgg liquidmedium distributed in 6-well micro-plates. The
biofilm-forming cells were grown for three days at 30◦C andwere then imagedwith a digital reflex camera (D5600, Nikon). The following isogenic
set of B. subtilis strains were used to visualize the formation of macrocolonies and pellicles: NCIB3610 [remA+ sinR+],[38] DS2679 ([remA::TnYLB
neoR] sinR+),[47] DS859 [remA+ sinR::kanR],[71] TMB468 (remA::TnYLB neoR) sinR::spcR) (T. Hoffmann). (B) Scheme of a trans-sectional cut through a
biofilmmacro-colony and osmotically driven water fluxes influencing biofilm expansion. This figure was adapted with permission from a figure
originally published by Bremer and Krämer (2019).[108] (C) Simplified overview of the regulatory network underlying biofilm formation in B.
subtilis. The core genetic elements of B. subtilis biofilm formation and the influence of the RemA transcriptional activator protein on cellular
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and thereby causes leakage of the major cellular cation, potassium.

This process stimulates KinC activity and thus results in increased cel-

lular Spo0A∼P levels.[58,59] In turn, through its DNA-binding activ-

ity, Spo0A∼P enhances the production of SinI, an antagonist of the

SinR repressor. SinR is the central regulator of biofilm formation in

B. subtilis.[63] SinR represses the transcription of the operons/genes

(epsA-epsO, tapA-sipW-tasA, and bslA) required for the production of

the extracellularmatrix through its binding to the respective operators

(Figure 1C). Increased SinI production leads to the sequestration of the

SinR repressor into a SinI/SinR complex unable to bind DNA. As a con-

sequence, biofilm formation is promoted (Figure 1C).[14,43,44]

However, SinI is not the only antagonist of SinR. SlrR is also able

to interact with SinR with high affinity, and as such is thought to act

similar to SinI. Moreover, the SlrR/SinR complex is able to bind DNA

and to repress the transcription of genes required for motility and cell

division (Figure 1C).[64] Therefore, the cellular level of SlrR is criti-

cal for the decision of whether a cell is motile or sessile, a prerequi-

site for biofilm formation.[64–67] Besides SinI and SlrR, SlrA seems also

to act as a repressor of SinR, albeit the functional consequences are

less clear.[64,65] Taken together, biofilm formation by B. subtilis relies

on a highly tunable signaling and response network, which enables

the integration of multiple external and internal cues with SinR in its

center.[14,43] However, as shown in previous work,[63] and as visual-

ized in Figure 1A, deletion of the sinR repressor gene does not abro-

gate biofilm formationbyB. subtilis. This leaves open thepossibility that

other factor(s) are needed as positive activator(s) for biofilm formation

once SinR is removed.

RemA: A CRUCIAL PLAYER IN BIOFILM
FORMATION

Discovery of RemA

Onset of biofilm formation by B. subtilis is hallmarked by a cellular

switch from amotile state to a sessile cell form that can adhere to vari-

ous types of surfaces.[14,32,35,43] Motile cells are characterized by flag-

ella, which are rotary motor structures enabling the movement of B.

subtilis through liquids and on semisolid surfaces.[68,69] This process is

influenced by the EpsE protein that not only functions as a glycosyl-

transferase participating in EPS synthesis,[43] but also restricts rota-

tion of the flagellar motor.[70–72] Because SinR represses epsA-epsO

transcription,[63,73,74] increased EpsE synthesis in a sinR mutant indi-

rectly leads to nonmotile B. subtilis cells.[70,71]

Daniel B. Kearns and his team (Indiana University, USA) set up a

suppressor screen to search for second-site mutants that can over-

come the EpsE-mediated block in cell motility. Using transposonmuta-

genesis, two genetically unlinked insertion mutations in previously

uncharacterized B. subtilis genes were recovered that were named

remA and remB (rem: regulators of extracellular matrix).[47] RemA is

a phylogenomically broadly conserved 89-amino-acid protein, while

RemB is a more narrowly conserved 81-amino-acid protein. Disrup-

tion of either gene reduced the transcription of the epsA-epsO operon

in a sinR mutant strain and thereby decreased the cellular levels of

the motility inhibitor EpsE to a degree that the flagellum-dependent

cell motility was restored. Concomitantly, biofilm formation was abro-

gated (Figure 1A).[47,48] In addition to the epsA-epsO and tapA-sipW-

tasA operons, expression of bslA, the structural gene for the BslA

hydrophobin,[75,76] is also under the control of the RemA.[48] Impor-

tantly, remA mutations are epistatic to a genetic disruption of sinR. In

other words, even when the central biofilm operons epsA-epsO and

tapA-sipW-tasA are expressed at high levels in the absence of the SinR

repressor, RemA is strictly required for biofilm formation both on solid

surfaces andat liquid-air interfaces (Figure1A).[47] Hence, there canbe

no doubt that RemA serves as a central transcriptional activator pro-

tein for the expression of those genes that are at the core of biofilm

formation by B. subtilis.

Microarray expression studies suggested further regulatory roles of

RemA for the cellular physiology of B. subtilis.[48] By comparing the

transcriptional profile of cells with an intact remA gene with that of

an isogenic remA mutant strain, 70 genes were found to be affected

by the loss of RemA. Of these, transcription of 51 genes were acti-

vated by RemA, while that of 19 genes was inhibited (see Tables 1 and

2 in reference[48]). Among those genes whose transcriptional activity

was inhibited by RemA were twelve genes that are functionally asso-

ciated with motility and chemotaxis, including hag, the structural gene

of flagellin.[69,72] Notably, all these twelve genes are members of the

σD-regulon.[77] Three functionally relatedgroups could readily be iden-
tified among those 51 genes that required RemA for optimal genes

expression. Besides the14genes associatedwithbiofilm formation, the

products of 11 genes are involved in the development of osmotic stress

resistance, and 26 genes are associated with nitrogenmetabolism (see

Table 1 in reference [48] and our text below).

Although RemAwas discoveredmore than 10 years ago, its genetic,

biochemical, and structural analysis lags far behind in comparison with

other key components of the regulatory network controlling biofilm

formation by B. subtilis.[14,43,44] This is rather surprising because RemA

is the only regulator of biofilm formation in B. subtilis that is essential

for activating this cellular differentiation process. The recent report on

the structural and biochemical analysis of RemA[49] now provides new

incentives to further explore the role of this central biofilm regulator in

B. subtilis.Moreover, genome-wide transcriptional data suggest awider

role for RemA in cellular physiology of B. subtilis,[48] thereby opening

new avenues for research.

differentiation and osmotic tolerance. The genetic and biochemical regulatory circuits leading to the switch from planktonic motile cells to biofilms
have been detailed in previously reported comprehensive reviews.[14,43,44] Cellular adaptation of B. subtilis to high osmolarity surroundings can
occur through the import of various types of osmostress protectants (e.g., glycine betaine, carnitine) via theOpuA, OpuB, andOpuCABC transport
systems,[110] and RemA positively affects the transcription of the corresponding operons.[48]
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RemA: a transcriptional activator with unique
structural features

RemA is a small protein of only 89 amino acids with no apparent

DNA binding motif, or domain, that can be deduced from its amino

acid sequence.[47,48] Key to the successful structure determination of

RemA by X-ray crystallography was the use of the homologue from

the thermophilic bacteriumGeobacillus thermodenitrificans, as biochem-

ical and structural analysis of the recombinant B. subtilis protein was

hampered by its low solubility.[49] In solution, RemA forms an octamer

in which each of the eight subunits assembles in a donut-like struc-

ture (Figure 2A). Depending on protein concentration, both in solu-

tion and within the crystal, two RemA octamers can assemble into

a dimeric superstructure, giving the visual impression of a double-

donut (Figure 2B). A positively charged outer surface is created by

three closely spaced arginines on each monomer of the RemA double-

donut structure. (Figures 2A, B). Removal of the side chains of these

arginines through site-directed mutagenesis to alanine residues abol-

ished DNA-binding and the functionality of RemA as an activator for

biofilm formation.[49]

The structural analysis of RemA showed that two adjacent sub-

units within the octamer possess significant structural similarity in its

presumed DNA-binding region to LytTR-type DNA-binding domains

(Figure 2C). These motifs are frequently found in multidomain, two

component response regulators.[78–80] LytTR domains typically bind

to specific DNA sites through the major groove side of their target

DNA.[78] Superimposition of the structure of a DNA-bound LytTR

domain present in the C-terminus of the response regulator AgrA

(AgrA_C) from Staphylococcus aureuswith a dimer of RemA gives a first

impression of how RemA could bind DNA. This structural compari-

son shows that the surface-exposed arginines in the loop region of

RemA[49] match well with the position of DNA bound by the LytTR-

domain present in AgrA[78] (Figure 2C). The exact mechanism of DNA

binding to RemA awaits further clarification. However, one RemA

octamer might accommodate up to four DNA-binding motifs at the

same time, which would than lead to a wrapping of the DNA around

the RemA octamer (Figure 2D).

The DNA-binding capacity of RemA could further increase because,

as mentioned above, two RemA octamers can form a functionally rel-

evant double donut superstructure (Figures 2B, D).[49] In this config-

uration, RemA would be able to recognize up to eight DNA-binding

motifs. Consequently, this would lead to a DNA-wrapping around the

RemA octamer in a pattern similar to that observed for DNAwrapping

in archaeal/eukaryotic nucleosomes (Figure 2E),[81–83] or in a fashion

resembling that suggested for microbial AsnC/LrpC-type regulatory

proteins (Figure 2F).[84–86].

The idea thatRemAwrapsDNA is supportedby theobservation that

it binds to unusually longDNA targets ranging from246up to 290 base

pairs. TheseDNAsegments contain consecutive, butweakly conserved

consensus sequences that are AT-rich.[48] The length of the DNA tar-

gets would be sufficient to wrap twice around the double donut super-

structure of RemA (Figures 2B, D). The AT-rich nature of the DNA tar-

gets of RemA is important to enable amaximal degree ofDNAbending,

because AT-rich DNAs are well known for their bending abilities.[87]

Thus, it is becoming evident that the RemA protein forms octameric

rings that can assemble into a superstructure formed by two such

rings.[49] RemA requires a series of individual, direct repeat binding

sites with a weak consensus (AGNAAAA), which should cooperatively

enable the binding of RemA to its target DNA.[48]

The structural analysis of RemA predicts eight DNA binding

sites when two RemA octamers form a double donut structure

(Figure 2B).[49] However, this prediction is not met by DNAse foot

printing analysis at the Peps, Ptap, and Popu promoters, safely reveal-

ing only six protected regions (Figures 3A, C).[48] The reason for this

discrepancymight simply be the result of the N-terminal maltose bind-

ing protein (MBP)-tag used to increase solubility of the RemA protein

used for the in vitro foot printing analysis.[48] We could recently show

that tags present at N-terminus of the protein affect its ability to form

its double donut superstructure,[49] which consequently would affect

the number of observable footprints. Hence, future structural studies

are needed to further clarify the exact details of the unusual way of

DNA binding by RemA-type transcription factors. It is most urgent in

this context to obtain a crystal structure of RemA with bound target

DNA.

Integration of RemA into the transcriptional
regulatory circuits shaping biofilm formation

How is the DNA-binding activity of RemA regulated? Loss of the SinR

repressor derepresses the expression of the genes central for biofilm

formation.[63,73,88] Despite this, RemA is strictly required for this cel-

lular differentiation process, as a remA mutation is epistatic to a sinR

mutation (Figure 1A).[48] This finding establishes the critical role of

RemA for the entire biofilm forming process, and points to an inter-

play between SinR and RemA. In vitro transcription assays employ-

ing σA-containing RNA polymerase (RNAP) holoenzyme and purified

RemA as a hybrid maltose-binding protein fusion consolidated this

idea.[48] These experiments show that SinR can abolish the RemA-

dependent transcription of Peps and PtapA promoters when present

on linear templates. Therefore, SinR can be viewed as an anti-activator

of RemA.[48]

RemA and SinR share overlapping binding motifs at the PepsA

and the PtapA regions (Figure 3A)[48] In both cases, the weakly con-

served RemA binding sites, which were identified by DNaseI protec-

tion assays,[48] partly overlap with the highly defined DNA recogni-

tion motifs of SinR (Figure 3A). At both promoters, two separately

spaced SinR operators are present. To accommodate this finding, it has

been suggested that the dimeric SinR protein might form a tetramer

that could lead to loop formation of the target DNA (Figure 3B).[74,88]

WhenSinRbinds at thepromoter of the epsA-epsOoperon, the−10and

−35promoter core elements couldpossibly still allow interactionswith

RNAP, while they are probably prevented through a DNA loop poten-

tially formed by SinR at PtapA (Figure 3A). The known RemA and SinR

binding sites differ between the PepsA and the PtapA promoter regions

(Figure 3A; compare the upper and lower panels). While the positions of
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F IGURE 2 RemA is an unusual DNA binding protein. (A) Two views on the structure of the RemA octamer, which forms a donut-like
structure.[49] The eight monomers within the octamer are alternately colored in blue and green. The positions of the arginines 50, 51, and 53,
which are required for DNA binding,[49] are marked in red. (B) Structure of the dimer of the RemA octamer. The color code is as described in
Figure 2A. (C) The structural arrangement of twomonomers (left side) is reminiscent to the LytTR-type DNA-binding domain found in a variety of
bacterial transcriptional regulators,[78,79] such as those found at the C-terminus of the AgrA response regulator from S. aureus[78] (right side). The
positions of the three arginines required for DNA binding by RemA[49] are indicated by red dots. (D) Superimposition of the structures of eight
AgrA C-terminal domains bound to DNA (PDB-ID: 3BS1) onto (RemA)16 (PDB-ID: 7BM2). The AgrA-C domains were excluded from the figure for
reasons of clarity; only the DNA (orange) is shown. (E) Structure of the nucleosomewith the histone proteins (different colors) bound to DNA
(orange) (PDB-ID: 2F8N). (F) Structure of the AsnC-type transcriptional regulator LrpC from B. subtilis (green; PDB-ID: 2CFX) superimposedwith
the PH1519 domain bound to DNA (PDB-ID: 2E1C). The PH1519 domain was excluded from the figure for reasons of clarity; the DNA is shown in
orange
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F IGURE 3 Transcriptional activation by RemA. (A) Scheme of the PepsA and PtapA promoter regions. The positions of RemA, SinR, and the
−35 and−10 promoter regions are indicated in blue, red, and yellow, respectively. “Y” represents an unspecified pyrimidine base. (B) Hypothetical
mechanism of the regulatory interplay of SinR (red) and RemA (blue). Note: The DNA is drawn as a cartoon and is only thought to illustrate
different topologies, which we speculate to be induced by RemA and SinR. (C) Scheme of the PopuA regulatory region indicating RemA binding
motifs in blue and the−35 and−10 boxes of the promoter are shown in yellow. The grey box indicates the binding site of a yet to be identified
hypothetical regulator of RemA binding, whichmight act like the SinR repressor. (D) Organismic distribution and genetic neighborhood of remA
(blue). yloC (dark grey) encodes for an endonuclease,[120] gmk (green) encodes for guanylate kinase converting GMP into GDP in an
ATP-consumingmanner,[118] and rpoZ (light grey) encodes for the omega subunit of the RNA polymerase.[119]
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binding sites for RemA and SinR localize upstream of the −35 box of

the σA-type PepsA promoter, the positions of two of the SinR binding

sites are found downstream of the −10 box at PtapA. The functional

consequences of the differences in the location of the binding sites

are unknow. However, inspection of the positions of SinR and RemA

binding sites at the PepsA and the PtapA promoter regions suggests

that molecular differences exist in the interplay of RemA and its anti-

activator SinR. The only experimental evidence supporting this idea

is that SinR abolished all RemA-dependent protections and enhance-

ments during theDNaseI footprint analysis at PepsA, while thatwasnot

the case for PtapA.[48] These experiments might suggest that SinR is

able to occlude RemA from the PepsA promoter, while eventually being

able to bind simultaneously with RemA at PtapA.

How might RemA and its anti-activator SinR act together at the

molecular level? SinR interacts as a tetramer with its target DNA

through its N-terminal Helix-turn-Helix (HTH) domain (Figure 3B, left

side).[74,88,89] The HTH-domain of SinR inserts into the major groove,

and SinR can make base-specific interactions with a maximum of

five bases out the seven base-pairs long consensus motif.[74] In con-

trast, RemA forms octamers and a double octameric superstructure; it

requires a series of individual, direct repeat binding sites with a weak

consensus (AGNAAAA). This feature of its specific target sites is per-

haps compensated for by cooperative binding of RemA.[48,49] More-

over, structural and biochemical evidence suggests that RemA is able

to bend and wrap DNA in a way similar to nucleosomes (see above;

Figure 3B, right side). These two highly different ways of DNA-binding

used by the RemA and SinR proteins might lead to an altering of the

DNA topology of the given promoter region, and as such change the

expression of the respective genes.[90,91] However, further studies are

required to critically assess this idea.

SinR, which seems to be constitutively produced at low levels

throughout growth, is regulated by its antagonist SinI. SinI is expressed

at low levels during vegetative growth and at higher levels during

sporulation, because it is under the control of the sporulation response

regulator, Spo0A.[92,93] However, upon activation of Spo0A, a subset

of cells within the population expresses sinI at much higher levels,[64]

thereby leading to biofilm formation. Besides SinI, SlrR also acts as

repressor of SinR,[94,95] and the SlrR/SinR complex represses genes

involved in flagellar biosynthesis and cell separation.[64,65] Moreover,

SlrA also seems to act as a antagonist of SinR. Taken together, these

data suggest that the DNA-binding of the SinR repressor is tightly

regulated via these three antagonists (Figures 1C and 3B). This cre-

ates a complex molecular framework between RemA, SinR and its

antagonists, as well as genetic feedback loops fostered by these

interactions.[64–67,95] However, without RemA, this complex regula-

tory network leading to biofilm formation is going to fail, because

RemA seems to ensure the “correct” DNA topology to activate the

respective promoters for the operons/genes at the core of biofilm for-

mation by B. subtilis (Figure 1C). How RemA executes this important

function is subject to future research. Moreover, it is important to

understand how the RemA-induced hypothesized topological changes

of its DNA targets impacts transcription activation through RNAP. Fur-

thermore, we need to understand whether other regulatory factors

are involved, and whether the action of RemAmight differ at different

target promoters. Finally, it is unclear whether, when and how RemA

releases its target DNA and whether this process is driven by concen-

trations of “free” SinR, or additional factors (Figure 3B).

How is DNA-binding of RemA or target gene
selection regulated?

In B. subtilis, remA is expressed from two promoters. One of these is

positionedup-streamof the yloC-remA-gmk-rpoZgene cluster,while the

second promoter is present in front of remA.[47,96] Notably, the tran-

scription of remA is not under SinR control, ruling out the possibility

that the epistatic nature of remAmutations over those of sinR gene dis-

ruptions is caused by transcriptional effects.[47] Data derived from a

comprehensive genome-wide transcriptional profiling ofB. subtilis cells

grownunder awide spectrumof conditions suggest that the expression

of the remA structural gene does not strongly vary.[96,97] These find-

ings suggest that the RemA protein is probably present in rather con-

stant levels in planctonic and sessile cells. Hence, the transcriptional

control of remA does not seem to be the major factor shaping its role

in biofilm formation.[47,48] Collectively, the available transcriptional

data pointedly raise the question how the timing of DNA-binding by

RemA, and hence transcriptional activation of biofilm genes, is deter-

mined, and how the selection of its target genes is accomplished. Cur-

rently, one can only speculate about the underlying molecular deter-

minants for these processes, but posttranslational modifications, bind-

ing of lowmolecularmass effectormolecules, and interactions ofRemA

with other proteins come tomind.

FUNCTIONS OF RemA BEYOND THE BIOFILM

Roles of RemA in nitrogen metabolism

A surprisingly large number of members (26 genes) of the RemA regu-

lon are functionally associated with nitrogen metabolism as revealed

by transcriptional profiling of remA+ and remA mutant strains.[48]

Prominent RemA-responsive operons were those for the import and

utilization of purine bases (e.g., pucA-E and pucJ-L) that can be used

by B. subtilis either for nucleotide synthesis or as source of nitrogen.

The pucA-E and pucJ-LM operons are jointly controlled by the PucR

regulatory protein.[98] Likewise, nitrate and ammonium transporter

genes, such as nasA, and those for the nitrate reductase are mem-

bers of the RemA-regulon as well.[48,99] Furthermore, the transcrip-

tional activity of the gene encoding the L-asparaginase AnsZ, which

converts L-asparagine into aspartate and ammonia,[100] was activated

by RemA as well.[48] This was also true for genes encoding urease,[48]

an enzyme which enables B. subtilis to use urea as alternative nitro-

gen source.[101] Notably, the transcriptional data derived from the

RemA microarrays[48] correlate nicely with the comprehensive tran-

scriptional profiling study of Nicolas et al. (2012), where all the afore-

mentioned genes are highly expressed in B. subtilis cells grown in the
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biofilm-promoting MSgg medium.[97] Taken together, these data imply

that RemA plays an important role in activating genes central to the

nitrogen metabolism of B. subtilis. However, to this end no further

molecular or genetic data are available. It should be noted in this con-

text that gene expression underlying the nitrogen stress response of

developing B. subtilis strains are contributors to organize cellular dif-

ferentiation with the biofilm in space and time.[102]

Adjusting to high osmolarity incurred cellular stress

Bacterial biofilms present a special osmotic environment for each par-

ticipating cell, because the sugar components of the EPS generates

osmotic pressure and affect water distribution, retention and the abil-

ity of the biofilm to repair structural disruptions.[45,103–107] The senor-

kinase KinD (Figure 1C) is involved in detecting matrix components,

and as a result of its signaling activity negatively affects matrix gene

expression at high osmolarity.[103] Furthermore, the air-exposed sur-

face of the B. subtilis biofilm is covered by the hydrophobin BslA,

thereby endowing it with Teflon-like attributes (Figure 1B).[45,75,76]

Consequently, these physical cues modulate and shape the growth

of the entire biofilm,[104,105] and require osmostress adaptative

responses by individual cells.[108,109] An important observation from

the transcriptional profiling experiments[48] was therefore that RemA

can also act at osmotically regulated promoters of operons encod-

ing central components (OpuA, OpuB, OpuC) of the cellular B. sub-

tilisosmostress adjustment response.[109,110] The opuA, opuB, and opuC

operons encode ABC-transporters[110] for the import of a broad range

of osmostress protectants (e.g., glycine betaine), the so-called compat-

ible solutes.[108,111] These organic osmolytes are widely found in the

soil and are present also in plant root exudates.[33,34,112] Their accu-

mulation stimulates growth of B. subtilis under osmotically unfavor-

able environmental conditions.[109,110] Osmotic stress can originate

from ionic (e.g., NaCl, KCl), but also from non-ionic compounds, such

as sugars, which are highly abundant in the biofilm matrix.[113] For yet

unknown reasons, sugars are particular strong inducers of opu gene

expression when comparedwith iso-osmotic solutions of ions.[114]

RemA has so far only been studied at the osmostress-responsive

promoter of opuA, encoding the major importer for the compatible

solute glycine betaine in B. subtilis.[110] RemA binds in a repeating pat-

tern at the osmoregulated σA-type opuA promoter,[114] as observed for

the PepsA and the PtapA promoter regions (Figure 3C).[48] However,

in comparison with the corresponding regulatory regions of PepsA and

the PtapA, the mapped RemA binding sites at PopuA are positioned

further upstream of the −35 region (compare: Figures 3A and C).[114]

Binding of SinR to the PopuA has so-far not been reported, raising

the question whether a yet unidentified repressor for the genetic con-

trol of the opuA promoter exists (Figure 3C). While no system-specific

repressor or activator for opuA is known, GbsR-type repressors, mem-

bers of the MarR-family, control the expression of the opuB and opuC

operons.[115–117] Collectively, these findings suggest that RemA plays

an important – yet poorly understood role – during the osmostress

response of B. subtilis through its influence on osmotically regulated

operons (opuA, opuB, opuC) encoding high-affinity importers for a

wide spectrumof growth-promoting compatible solutes.[109,110] While

RemA has been shown to bind to the PopuA regulatory region,[48] its

influence on the genes for themajor osmostress protectant import sys-

tems of B. subtilis[109,110] requires further molecular and physiological

studies specifically in the frameworkof biofilm formation.[110] Further-

more, the question whether RemA serves as a general osmoregulatory

transcription factor coordinating the cellular response by B. subtilis to

high osmolarity surroundings needs to be answered as well.[108,109]

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

RemA plays an essential role for biofilm formation of B. subtilis, but the

importance of this transcriptional activator has long been overlooked.

This unusual DNA-binding protein can form octamers with the ability

to form a dimeric superstructure. As such, RemA has the potential to

wrapDNAaround its positively charged outer surface and thereby cre-

ate nucleosome-like structures. These structures will alter local DNA

topology andhence should affect geneexpression.While a basic under-

standing for the role of RemA in controlling EPS production is emerg-

ing, the molecular underpinnings for its role in osmostress adaptation

and nitrogenmetabolism are still elusive.

In all bacteria possessing remA, this gene always colocalizes with

gmk encoding guanylate kinase (Figure 3D), a central enzyme of the

guanosine-triphosphate (GTP) biosynthesis pathway.[118] However,

the physiological relevance of the conserved remA-gmk genetic archi-

tecture is unclear but it should be noted that these two genes are co-

expressed in B. subtilis[48] along with rpoZ, the omega-subunit of the

RNA-polymerase.[119] Moreover, remA is present in many bacteria,[48]

albeit no studies on its function exist outside of B. subtilis. Interestingly,

some of the species that possess remA-type genes do not possess iden-

tifiable matrix genes in their sequenced genomes,[48] implying a wider,

yet to be fully defined, role of the RemA regulatory protein inmicrobial

physiology.

We expect that the recently elucidated structure of the RemA tran-

scriptional activator will serve as a starting point for further mecha-

nistic studies of this protein and its multifaceted roles in B. subtilis and

beyond.
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